The AHTA Young Prospects Program

The 2016 inaugural Program was a resounding success!
Save these dates for your 2017 season!!
The Two-Day Clinic with Barb Crabo: Alhambra Stables Red Deer, Ab
Saturday/Sunday July 29-30, 2017
Barb Crabo will be coming back to work with our Young Prospects for two solid
days of young horse development. As a breeder and producer of event horses up
to the four star level, Barb comes with vast insight and knowledge regarding the
making of a solid competition mount. We would like to also invite anyone who
attended the YPP development clinic with Barb last year (even if your horse has
aged out of the program) to join us!
The Evaluation: Alhambra Stables, Red Deer, Ab
Thursday, August 17, 2017
Young Prospects and New Prospects will be evaluated on the Thursday leading in
to the Alhambra Summer Event. The evaluation has been moved away from the
clinic this year to expand the program further. In-hand work on the triangle will
be done after the flat rides. The jumping phase will be held in the infield area.
An additional clinic is also in the works for later in the year, possibly more
towards early winter. Stay tuned for more info….
As we continue to develop this program we welcome any and all constructive
and helpful input and feedback. The above format is an improvement over last
years inaugural attempt, now we have a start, we want to continue to develop
something that everyone can utilize in their programs.
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This is a tremendous tool for anyone interested in the sport of Eventing to access information and contacts with
breeders, young propects and trainers developing young prospects.
Our Purpose is;
-To identify and track young sport horse talent in Alberta.
-To educate breeders, trainers, and riders in the development of young sport horse prospects in Alberta.
-To provide an avenue for breeders in Alberta to connect with riders who can develop/produce young prospects.
-To provide a venue for the public to see young horses as they come up through the program.
-To raise awareness and promote all young prospects for all levels of competitions

Entry forms and other information to be released soon; Questions about the Young Prospects Program in 2017?
Contact Brenda Thompson; riversideequestrianrd@gmail.com

